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Abstract
In this thesis we introduce and investigate a method combining Principle
Component Analysis (PCA) and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) for
Blind Source Separation (BSS). A recursive method for the PCA is applied to
meet the demands of a real-time application, and for the ICA algorithm, the
Information maximization principle is used. In an effort to address convolutive BSS, the separation is performed in the frequency domain. By doing so,
the problem reduces to the simple instantaneous case, and existing instantaneous BSS model can be used. However, frequency domain BSS is subject
to both permutation and scaling ambiguities. This thesis examines several
methods to solve these problems, like Direction Of Arrival (DOA) and the
Kurtosis. Furthermore, results are presented based on Matlab simulations as
well as from a real-time implementation. Evaluations show that the combined
PCA-ICA algorithm outperforms both the PCA and ICA alone. The algorithm was also successfully implemented in real-time with comparable noise
suppression capability compared to Matlab implementation. Future work
which include ways to improve efficiency of the algorithms is also discussed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Blind Source Separation (BSS) is an emerging field of interest. It is a technique for estimating original sources from only observed mixed signals with no
a-priori information about the source signals, hence the term blind. Needless
to say, BSS conveniently found itself in many applications such as image enhancement, speech enhancement and biomedical signal processing. The blind
separation of mixed acoustic signals is a very challenging task, especially in
real-time environments, since BSS requires epoch training. The goal of this
thesis was to create an application specially suited for this purpose. There
are numerous algorithms that are capable of performing BSS. The common
divider between all of them is that they rely on statistical independence as
its separation criterion. Independence, as the term suggests, is about making the signals statistical independent, which can be seen in [1] and [2], and
this is done by reducing the mutual information between the signals. PCA
is a second order statistics method that decorrelates the data and reduces
the dimension of the problem, but it does not achieve full independence. As
such, the ICA has the capacity to make the signals fully independent, since
it is a higher order statistics method.
In this thesis we propose an algorithm combining PCA with ICA. The PCA
is implemented using a recursive method and the information maximization
method is implemented for the ICA. The reason for combining them is to reduce the dimension of the problem before implementing the ICA algorithm,
thus making it easier for the ICA algorithm to solve the problem. This is
especially the case in environments with multiple noise sources, when the
ICA alone can not really handle the problem satisfactorily.
This thesis is organized in the following way. In chapter 2, the system model
for Blind Source Separation will be discussed. An introduction to the shorttime Fourier Transform and its connection to analysis and synthesis filterbanks is also done. Chapter 3 is dedicated to the Principal Component
1

Analysis and its theory. A recursive algorithm is also proposed to find the
principle components, to accommodate the real-time demands.
In chapter 4 the Independent Component Analysis is described, which is another algorithm for Blind Source Separation. Some important issues with
permutation and scaling ambiguities, as well as a number of approaches to
solve these problems, will also be discussed. Chapter 5 introduces a new
algorithm for BSS. It combines the PCA and ICA algorithms, to make it
efficient and useful for a real-time environment.
In chapter 6 we present two Matlab implementations of the combined PCA
and ICA algorithm. An offline version, to make sure that the two algorithms
can work together. One online version has also been developed which is suitable for real-time usage. Furthermore, some results for both algorithms are
presented.
In chapter 7 we introduce the real-time environment which will be used for
the implementation of the proposed algorithm. We discuss the software tools
which will be used for that purpose, as well as a description of the real-time
structure. Results of this implementation will be presented as well.

2

Chapter 2
Problem Formulation
2.1

System Model

The system model is shown in Figure (2.1). Assume that we have N sources,
si , that are observed by M microphones. The signals that are measured by
these microphones is called xi . The mapping from si to xi is assumed to be
a linear model A, as
x(t) = A · s(t)
(2.1)
This equation describes an instantaneous mixture model. Unfortunately this
model is rather incomplete in the case of sources recorded in a real acoustic
room environment, as sources are convolutively mixed. This problem becomes
x(t) = A ∗ s(t)
(2.2)
where ∗ denotes convolution [3]. The purpose of BSS is to find an inverse
model W of A such that,
y(t) = W ∗ x(t)

(2.3)

and the components of y(t) becomes as independent as possible.
These mixtures are referred to as convolutive mixtures. This makes it then
very computational expensive to work with in time domain. But if the equation is transformed into frequency domain the convolution transforms into a
multiplication. This means that it is possible to apply methods for instantaneous mixtures to each frequency bin
X(ω, t) = A(ω) · S(ω, t)

(2.4)

Y (ω, t) = H · X(ω, t)

(2.5)

and

3
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Figure 2.1: System model
In the proposed method the PCA, which is a second order statistics method,
is used in order to decorrelate the data. The outputs are then separated by
using the ICA, which is a higher order statistics method, and that will result
in
Z(ω, t) = W · Y (ω, t)
(2.6)
This can be seen as a two stage algorithm where the PCA gets the second
order uncorrelated signals and the ICA yields the independent outputs.

2.2

The Short Time Fourier Transform, STFT

The frequency content of speech signals changes over time. Because the
functions used in regular Fourier Transforms do not associate with any time
instant, the resulting transforms do not reflect the time-varying signals. To
overcome this problem time-dependent Fourier Transform, such as the Short
Time Fourier Transform, is used. This will be introduced and discussed in
the following sections.

2.2.1

The STFT

The idea of STFT is that it can represent sequences of any length by breaking them into shorter blocks, and applying the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) to each of these blocks. A useful definition of time dependent Fourier

4

Transform is
jω

Xn (e ) =

∞
X

x(n − m)w(m)e−jωm

(2.7)

m=−∞

where w(m) is a window function that extracts the input signal at a specific
time period. The time dependent Fourier Transform is a function of two
variables. The time index, n, which is discrete, and the frequency variable,
ω, which also is discrete. By moving this window and repeating the same
process, a result that shows how the signals frequency contents change over
time can be obtained. When deciding the length, m, of the window function
there is a trade-off between time resolution and frequency resolution. This
is because good temporal resolution requires short window while good frequency resolution requires a long window. The simplest window that can be
used is the rectangular window. Although the window has a rather narrow
main lobe, the attenuation of the side lobes are not good enough. There is a
number of other window functions used for this purpose, such as Hamming,
Hanning, Kaiser or Blackman windows. Two important issues in systems for
Short-Time Fourier Analysis is the rate at which the signal should be sampled, both in time and in frequency. This is to prevent that aliasing occurs
and to be certain that the original signal can be exactly reconstructed.

2.2.2

The Inverse STFT

To get the original signal back, the simplest way is to do an inverse DFT, in
order to get the windowed sequence.
K−1
1 X
Xn (ejω )ej2πmk/K
x(n − m)w(m) =
K m=0

(2.8)

If the window is zero everywhere else except within the length of it, m, one
can rewrite the equation like the following.
K−1
X
1
x(n − m) =
Xn (ejω )ej2πmk/K
Kw(m) m=0

(2.9)

Doing this for every block will result in full reconstruction of the original
signal. There are several other ways to do the inverse STFT, such as overlap
add see [4] among others, but that will not be discussed in this report.

2.2.3

Filterbanks

The STFT cannot only be interpreted as a Fourier Transform at each time
instant but also as a linear filtering. When using a frequency resolution of
5

K, which means having K number of subbands, it becomes equivalent to
a K channel filterbank. In the analysis part the signal x(n) is divided into

h1(n)

X1(m)

h1(n)

h2(n)

X2(m)

h2(n)

hK(n)

XK-1(m)

hK(n)

Ȉ

y(n)

x(n)

Figure 2.2: Filterbank
K-channels where Xk (m), k=0, 1,..., K −1, is the channel signal, and each of
those signals will represent a certain frequency range. In the synthesis part
the signals, that are to be transformed, is Xk (m), and the output signal will
be y(n). If the analysis and synthesis filter are set properly, the output y(n)
can be an exact copy of the input signal x(n). More on this subject can be
found in [4].
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Chapter 3
Principal Component Analysis
The Principal Component Analysis, (PCA), is sometimes called the KarhunenLoéve Transformation [5], which is a technique commonly used for data reduction in statistical pattern recognition and signal processing. The PCA is
a transformation that identifies patterns in data, and expresses the data in
such way that it highlights the similarities and differences. That makes PCA
a powerful tool for analyzing data.
The basic idea in PCA is to find the components s1 , s2 , ..., sN so that they
explain the maximum amount of variance possible by N linearly transformed
components. The principal components are then given by si = wTi · x. Then
the computation of the wi can be accomplished by using the covariance matrix E{xxT } = C. The wi are the eigenvectors of C that corresponds to the
N largest eigenvalues of C.
These components should be ordered in such way that the first component,
s1 , points in the direction where the input have the highest variance. The second component is orthogonal to the first and points in the direction of highest
variance when the first projection have been subtracted, and so forth.
Suppose we have two zero mean random vectors, x and a, that gives E[x] = 0
and E[a] = 0. Let u denote a unit vector, onto which the x is to be projected. This projection is defined by the inner product of the vectors x and
u, as shown by
a = uT x = x T u
(3.1)
where kuk = 1. The mean of a is
E{a} = E{uT x} = uT E{x} = 0

(3.2)

σa2 = E{a2 } = E{uT xxT u} = uT E{xxT } u = uT Ru
| {z }

(3.3)

The variance of a is

Rx

7

where R is the correlation matrix of x. Multiplication with u on both sides
gives
u · σa2 = R · u
(3.4)
It has been shown in [6] that the maximum variance is achieved when u is an
eigenvector of R and σa2 is the corresponding eigenvalue, then the equation
(3.4) becomes
λ·u=R·u
(3.5)
The eigenvectors of R is the principal components which maximizes the
variance in each direction. Note that it is often not necessary to use the n
principal components themselves. Since any other orthonormal basis of the
subspace, spanned by the principal component(called the PCA subspace),
has the same data compression or denoising capabilities.
A simple illustration of PCA is found in Figure (3.1), in which the first
principal component of a two-dimensional data set is shown. The line is the
direction of the first principal component, which gives an optimal (in the
mean-square sense) linear reduction of the dimension from 2 to 1.

Figure 3.1: Principal component analysis of a two-dimensional data cloud.

3.1

Whitening

The idea about whitening is to remove any correlation between data. The
data is transformed linearly so that the new variables are uncorrelated and
8

that each of them has unit variance. This reduces the complexity of the data
before any postprocessing can be applied.
The covariance matrix of the input signal is cov{x} = E{xxT } and the goal
is to find W that satisfies
x̃ = Wx
(3.6)
This means that the covariance of x̃ is equal to the identity matrix.
The eigenvalues, λi , and their corresponding eigenvectors, φi , of the covariance matrix E{xxT }, is at first obtained. The diagonal eigenvalue matrix Λ =
diag(λ1 , ..., λm ) and the orthogonal eigenvector matrix Φ = [φ1 , ..., φm ](Φ−1 =
ΦT ) are also formed. With these definitions, equation (3.5) can be written
as
E{xxT } = ΦΛΦT
(3.7)
Equation (3.7) can also be written as
E{xxT } = ΦΛΦT = ΦΛ(−1/2) Λ(−1/2) ΦT = E{W−1 x̃x̃T W−T } = W−1 W−T
(3.8)
As seen in equation (3.8), the weight matrix can be defined as the following
W = (ΦΛ−1/2 )−1 = Λ−1/2 ΦT

(3.9)

The whitening process reduces the dimensionality of the problem by ignoring
the components corresponding to very small eigenvalues.
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Figure 3.2: a) Original sources. b) The mixtures.
Two simple BSS problems for PCA is applied, where the two sources is
uniformly distributed and linearly independent. As shown in Figure (3.2a)
is the two original sources, and these gets linearly mixed. This mixture
9
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Figure 3.3: The two sources after whitening.
can be seen in Figure (3.2b). The effect of whitening is shown in Figure
(3.3). The result differs from the original sources since the two principal axis
are still dependent. Due to the decorrelation property of PCA the data is
sphered. Since the PCA is a decorrelation-based method and its objective
is to decorrelate signals and not make them independent, this may not be
surprising. That is why further processing is needed after the whitening to
take into account all-higher order correlations and make the signals truly
independent.

3.2

Recursive Method for PCA

The most widely used adaptive signal processing algorithm is the gradientbased algorithm due to its simplicity. However, the recursive least square
(RLS) algorithm has superior rate of convergence over its counterpart of
gradient-based methods. For the real-time type of blind source separation,
the convergence rate of the algorithm is a significant issue due to the time
varying in real world environments. The learning process must converge as
fast as possible to catch up with the time-variations. Here a recursive based
PCA is proposed. As mentioned, the recursive method improves the convergence of conventional gradient-based methods for non-stationary signals.
In the implementation for a recursive method, the initial conditions are
known, which in this case is an identity matrix. The information in the
new samples is used to update the old estimate of the solution. This is done
in the frequency domain instead of the time domain since it is more efficient
to separate sources in frequency domain.
10

The cost function is express by E(ω, n) and the cost function used in the proposed method is based on second order of statistics. Thus the cost function
can be written as
E(ω, n) = arg min k W(ω, n)Rx (ω, n)WH (ω, n) − I k22
W

(3.10)

where k · k22 denotes the squared Frobenius norm, W(ω, n) is the weight
matrix, Rx (ω, n) is the correlation matrix of x and I is the identity matrix.
To solve the expression for W(ω, n), the cost function is differentiated with
respect to W∗ , where full rank is assumed, which gives
∂l
= 4(W(ω, n)Rx (ω, n)WH (ω, n) − I)(W(ω, n)Rx (ω, n))
∂W∗
since

∂l
2
=
∂W∗

½

∂l(ω, n)
∂l(ω, n)
+j
∂Re{W(ω, n)}
∂Im{W(ω, n)}

(3.11)

¾
(3.12)

Setting equation (3.11) to zero gives
W(ω, n)Rx (ω, n)WH (ω, n) − I = 0

(3.13)

and that can be rewritten as
W(ω, n)Rx (ω, n)WH (ω, n) = I

(3.14)

where the weight matrix W is unitary WWH = WH W = I.
The problem is now reduced down to solving the equation (3.14) and to do
that in a recursive way. Equation (3.14) can also be written as
W(ω, n)WH (ω, n) = (Rx (ω, n))−1

(3.15)

The correlation matrix for x(n) is
Rx (ω, n) =

n
X
i=0

H

X(ω, i)X (ω, i) =

n−1
X

|i=0

X(ω, i)XH (ω, i) +X(ω, n)XH (ω, n)
{z

}

Rx (n−1)

(3.16)
That shows the n-th correlation matrix Rx (ω, n) relates to the (n − 1)-th
correlation matrix Rx (ω, n − 1) by
Rx (ω, n) = λRx (ω, n − 1) + (1 − λ)X(ω, n)XH (ω, n)

(3.17)

where Rx (ω, n − 1) is the previous value of the correlation matrix, and the
matrix product is the correction term for the updating operation.
11

In order to get an update equation for the correlation matrices, the matrix
inversion lemma can be applied. This can be seen in [7] and the definition is
(A + BCD)−1 = A−1 B(C−1 + DA−1 B)−1 DA−1

(3.18)

where A is n × n, B is n × m, C is m × m, and D is m × m with A and
C nonsingular matrices. A special case of this lemma occurs when C = 1,
B = u and D = vH , where u and v are n-dimensional vectors. Then the
lemma becomes
(A + uvH )−1 = A−1 −

A−1 uvH A−1
1 + vH A−1 u

(3.19)

which is sometimes referred to as Woodbury‘s Identity. Note that by setting
A=λRx (ω, n−1) and u = vH = x∗ (ω, n) the following update for the inverse
of Rx (ω, n) is obtained
−1 −1
R−1
x (ω, n) = λ Rx (ω, n − 1)−

Ã

H
−1
(λ − λ1 )R−1
x (ω, n − 1)X(ω, n)X (ω, n)Rx (ω, n − 1)

1 + ( λ1 − 1)XH (ω, n)R−1
x (ω, n − 1)X(ω, n)

!
(3.20)

In the recursive algorithm there is not any parameters related to the output,
only the input. This means that no estimate needs to be calculated, the
initial condition for the recursive process is R−1
x (ω, n − 1) = I, for n ≤ 0. So
all the estimations that are exploited to update the separation matrix are on
the input signal only.
Equation (3.15) gives the weighting matrix
¡
¢1/2
W(ω, n) = R−1
x (ω, n)

(3.21)

Figure (3.4) shows an overview of how the recursive method for the PCA
is implemented. Due to the fact that the method is implemented in the
frequency domain to make it more efficient, another problem is introduced
called the permutation problem. Because the separation is performed for
each frequency, the permutation needs to be aligned in each frequency bin
so that the separated signal, in time domain, contains frequency components
from the same source signal. One solution this problem is shown by Parra
and Spence [8]. They propose the enforcement of a constraint on the weight
matrix which links the otherwise independent frequencies and hence solves
the permutation problem. This is performed by making a DFT-IDFT cascade
12

X1(Ȧ,nį)
.
.
.
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XN(Ȧ,nį)

Separating by
W(Ȧ,n-1)

Y1(Ȧ,nį)
.
.
.
YN(Ȧ,nį)

z-1

Update to
R-1

Ȉ

R-1(Ȧ,n)

W(Ȧ,n)=
(R-1(Ȧ,n))1/2

z-1

Figure 3.4: Block diagram for the recursive method
of the weight matrix and by putting a constraint in time domain according
to
Wt (τ ) = 0
(3.22)
where τ > Q ¿ K with Wt (τ ) denoting the IDFT of W(k) and Q is the
time domain constraint on the filter size.
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Chapter 4
Independent Component
Analysis
Independent Component Analysis, ICA, is a way to find the independent
components of a multivariate random variable. These components are directions in which the elements of the random variable has no dependency. This
makes ICA an ideal application for Blind Signal Separation. In comparison to
the correlation based transformation, PCA, the ICA also reduces higher-order
statistical dependencies for non-gaussian distributed signals, thus making the
signals independent. Figure (4.1) shows the instantaneous mixing and the
h(l)

s(t)

x(t)

w(l)

y(t)

Source

Mixing

Mixed

Separation

Separated

signals

system

signals

system

signals

Figure 4.1: Blind Signal Separation, overview
unmixing model. Independent sources s, becomes mixed by a system H, the
observed signals are denoted x and the estimates of the recovered signals are
denoted y. The goal is to learn W that inverts the mixing system H. The
Information Maximization approach is one way to find the unmixing system
W, and that will be discussed later in this chapter.
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4.1

The Permutation and Scaling Ambiguities

Due to the fact that any ICA-algorithm for instantaneous mixtures can be
applied on each frequency bin, it becomes more efficient to work in frequencydomain than in time-domain. This makes the ICA-algorithm simple and
can be performed separately at each frequency. However, the permutation
ambiguity of the ICA solution becomes a serious problem. The permutation
has to be aligned in each frequency bin so that a separated signal in time
domain contains frequency components from the correct source signal. This
problem is known as the permutation problem of frequency-domain BBS
which is described in [9]. The following sections will introduce methods
to solve this problem. The scaling ambiguity occur because, the lack of
information about the amplitude of the source signal. This means that the
ICA solution has scaling ambiguities in each frequency, but most of it can be
solved by normalizing the weight matrix.

4.1.1

Direction of Arrival, DOA

The DOA is an approach to estimate the directions of source signals. With
this in mind the permutation problem can be solved by aligning the outputs based on them. If the wavelength of a frequency is longer than the
sensor spacing, no aliasing will occur. Each row in the unmixing system,
W(f ), forms spatial nulls in the direction of jammer signals and extracts
a target signal in another direction. When the directions are estimated,
Θ(f ) = [θ1 (f ), ..., θN (f )]T , the permutation matrix P(f ) is obtained by sorting Θ(f ). To estimate the direction of sources and align the permutations,
the directivity pattern of each output Yi (f, t) is used. Let dj be the positions
of sensor xi , and θk be the direction of source sk . The frequency response of
an impulse response hjk (t) can be approximated according to beamforming
theory
−1
(4.1)
Hjk (f ) = ej2πf c dj cosθk
where c is the speed of sound. The separation system according to equation
(4.1) can be analyzed by using the impulse response from a source sk (t) to a
separated signal yi (t)
yik (l) =

M X
L−1
X

wij (τ )hjk (l − τ )

j=1 τ =0
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(4.2)

The frequency response from that equation (4.2) can be written as
Yik (f ) =

M
X

Wij (f )Hjk (f ) =

j=1

M
X

Wij (f )ej2πf c

−1 d cosθ
j
k

(4.3)

j=1

If θk is regarded as a variable θ, the formula is expressed as the following
Yi (f, θ) =

M
X

−1 d cosθ
j

Wij (f )ej2πf c

(4.4)

j=1

This formula changes according to the direction θ, and thus called a directivity pattern. The permutation problem can be solved by using this, see
DIrectivity pattern
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Figure 4.2: Directivity Pattern of two different frequencies, 680 Hz and 63
Hz.
Figure (4.2), to align the different outputs in frequency. But there are some
drawbacks with DOA. It cannot be well estimated at low frequencies as seen
in Figure (4.2), where the phase difference caused by sensor spacing, is very
small. The DOA cannot be well estimated in the high frequencies either because of the spatial aliasing that can occur in that region. Another drawback
is that the estimations of patterns is difficult when there are more sources
than sensors. Further information about the DOA approach can be found in
[10].
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4.1.2

Interfrequency Correlation

Another approach to the permutation problem, that do not have those kinds
of restrictions as the DOA, is the Interfrequency Correlation. If two signals
x(t), y(t) is used the correlation between them becomes
cor(x, y) =

µx·y − µx · µy
σx · σy

(4.5)

where µx is the mean of x and σx is the standard deviation of x, the same
goes for y respectively. By computing the correlation in the outputs in a
specific frequency, and comparing this to the neighboring correlation, the
permutation problem can be observed. With this information the outputs
can be aligned to prevent this problem.

4.1.3

Kurtosis

The kurtosis is another way to help with the problem of permutation, which
has been introduced in [11]. The kurtosis describes the shape of the probability density function (pdf) of a random variable in comparison to that of a
Gaussian distributed signal. It is defined as the following
kurt(y) = E[y 4 ] − 3(E[y 2 ])2

(4.6)

For a gaussian signal, like noise, the fourth-order moment equals to 3(E[y 2 ])2 .
Thus for gaussian signals the kurtosis is zero. For most nongaussian signals
the kurtosis is nonzero. If a random variable has negative kurtosis it is
called subgaussian, and if it has positive kurtosis it is called supergaussian.
As speech signals generally are modelled as a Laplacian distribution that imposes a supergaussian distribution, and therefore speech signals have positive
kurtosis. By aligning the outputs regarding to this measurement, in the same
way as in the Interfrequency Correlation approach, this helps in preventing
permutation as well.

4.2

Information Maximization

The problem of reversing the mixing of signals is viewed here as a maximization of the entropy, H(y), where y is a non-linearly transformed signal. The
joint entropy of two components is defined as
H(y1 , y2 ) = H(y1 ) + H(y2 ) − I(y1 , y2 )
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(4.7)

H(y1)

H(y2)

H(y1|y2)

I(y1;y2)

H(y2|y1)

H(y1,y2)
Figure 4.3: Information Maximization, overview
In Figure (4.3) it can be seen that maximizing the joint entropy is the same
as maximizing the individual entropies while minimizing the mutual information, I(y1 , y2 ), shared between the two signals. When the mutual information
reaches zero, the two variables are statistically independent.

4.2.1

The Learning Algorithm for ICA

In this section the learning algorithm for the ICA will be derived as discussed
in [12]. Consider the following system(N by N ).

u1(n)
u2(n)

X1(n)
X2(n)

A
XN(n)

Y1(n)
Y2(n)

W
uN(n)

YN(n)

Figure 4.4: System overview, Information Maximization
The purpose of this algorithm is to make the output independent, which is
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the same as to maximize the joint entropy H(y).
H(y) =

N
X

H(yi ) − I(y)

(4.8)

i=1

Then every marginal entropy of the outputs can be written as
H(yi ) = −E [log p(yi )]

(4.9)

where p(yi ) is the density function of the output. The density function can
also be described by the absolute value of the derivative with respect to ui
p(yi ) =

p(ui )
∂yi
|
| ∂u
i

(4.10)

The joint entropy becomes
H(y) = −

N
X

"
E log

i=1

#

p(ui )
− I(y)
∂yi
| ∂u
|
i

(4.11)

An important thing is to choose a nonlinearity such as the derivative of that
∂yi
function is the distribution of the sources. If ∂u
= p(ui ) is chosen, the
i
summation in equation (4.11) equals to zero. Then the mutual information
of all the outputs becomes
·
¸
Z +∞
p(u)
p(y)
dy = −E log
(4.12)
I(y) =
p(y) log QN
|J(u)|
p
(y)
−∞
i
i=1
where |J(u)| is the absolute value of the Jacobian determinant of the function
from u to y. In order to maximize H(y) a gradient based algorithm is applied.
h
i
1
∂E
log
|J(u)|
∂H(y)
∂E[p(u)]
=−
−
(4.13)
∂W
∂W
∂W
Because the first term does not depend on W the term reduces to zero, which
results in the following
E [log |J(u)| ]
∂H(y)
=
∂W
∂W

(4.14)

Instead of using the expectation we approximate the gradient
N
¯ X
¯
∂
∂
∂
∂H(y)
T −1 ¯
¯
+
≈
log |J(u)| =
log det(W )
log
∂W
∂W
∂W
∂W
i=1
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¯
¯
¯ ∂yi ¯
¯
¯
¯ ∂ui ¯
(4.15)

The first term equals (WT )−1 , and the last term can be expressed like the
following
¯
¯
N
X
¯ ∂yi ¯
∂
1 ∂ 2 yi
¯
¯
log ¯
= ∂yi
xj
(4.16)
∂W
∂ui ¯
∂u2i
∂u
i=1
i

Assume that the distribution of the sources is, p(ui ), and the non-linearity
is chosen as the following
∂yi
p(ui ) =
(4.17)
∂ui
and equation (4.16) is combined with equation (4.17) the resulting equation
becomes
N
∂p(u)
∂ X
∂yi
log |
| = ∂u xT
(4.18)
∂W i=1
∂ui
p(u)
Now this is inserted into the second term of equation (4.15) the learning rule
becomes
Ã ∂p(u) !
∂H(y)
∂u
= (WT )−1 +
xT
(4.19)
∂W
p(u)
This learning rule is a result of the gradient of the density function. But
a more effective way to maximize the joint entropy is to use the natural
gradient, since it reduces the complexity and speeds up the convergence of
the algorithm. We get the natural gradient [13] by multiplying the gradient
of the density function with WT W
"
Ã ∂p(u) ! #
∂H(y) T
∂u
∆W ∝
W W= I+
uT W
(4.20)
∂W
p(u)
∂

∂ρ(u)

∂u
If equation (4.20) is simplified by putting ϕ(u) = − ∂(u)
the following learning rule for the information maximization is achieved

W(k+1) = W(k) + γ[I − ϕ(u)uT ]W
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(4.21)

Chapter 5
Combined PCA-ICA Algorithm
The reason for combining both PCA and ICA is to reduce the dimension of
the problem before implementing the ICA algorithm, thus making it easier
for the ICA algorithm to solve the problem. The proposed structure combined for the PCA and ICA is shown in Figure (5.1). The structure can be

H

W

PCA

Synthesis

x(t)

Analysis

y(n)

z(t)

ICA

Figure 5.1: Structure for combining PCA and ICA
seen as a two step algorithm, the first part of the algorithm is of second order
statistics and decorrelates the data. The second part of the algorithm is of
higher order statistics and separates the data. As such, the two algorithms
complements one other, since if only PCA is used separation cannot be accomplished, due to uncorrelated does not mean independent. If just ICA is
applied alone the problem becomes more difficult, since the dimensions of
the problem is too large and ICA will be slow to converge. In the derivations
of ICA an assumption has been made that the input data is uncorrelated.
This section gives a detailed description of how the proposed algorithm works.
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It starts by initializing the correlation matrix for PCA and the weight matrix
for ICA. The correlation matrix is set to an identity matrix and the weight
matrix is set in order to create nulls to make a good starting point for the
algorithm.
The input data is transformed into frequency domain by the filter bank and
the analysis filters. The length of the prototype filter used for creating the
analysis filters is set to be number of subbands multiplied by four, in this
case 512 × 4 = 2048. The type of window used in the prototype filter is a
Kaiser window and the oversampling factor is set to four in order to reduce
the in band aliasing and ensure the sufficiency of data.
The data from the different subbands is then used to update the correlation matrix in the PCA-algorithm. The forgetting factor λ for the recursive
update is set to 0.05 which makes the PCA-algorithm converge fast. Then
the weight matrix is obtained by the function sqrtm introduced in section
(7.2.1). Thereafter the weight matrix is normalized according to the Frobenius norm to reduce the scaling problem. Smoothing is then performed by
taking a big portion of the previous weights and a small portion of the new
weights, to prevent weight perturbation, which can lead to speech distortion.
To solve the permutation problem the weight matrix is truncated, which links
the otherwise independent frequencies together. The output from the PCAalgorithm is created by filtering the input data trough this set of weights.
This output is then fed into a buffer, in this case size 15, and when it is full the
ICA-algorithm is executed, otherwise the data is filtered through the weights
from the previous batch. The stepsize γ used in the ICA is set to 0.0001 and
the non-linear function used in the update is ϕ(u) = tanh(100 · |u|) · ej(arg(u)) .
The normalization of the weights is performed in the same way as in the
PCA-algorithm. Since epoch training is needed for the ICA a maximum of
40 epochs is used. In order to reduce the computational cost a stopping
criteria is applied. This will be further described in section (6.2).
The same prototype filter as for the analysis filters is used to create the
synthesis filters. The filter banks and the synthesis filter is then used to
transform the data from the ICA output to time domain.

5.1

Outline of the Algorithm

• Step 1: Initialization R−1
x and set the ICA-weights according to [14].
Θ, angle of noise source. d, distances between microphones. K, number of subbands. k = 1, ..., K.
R−1
x (ω, n) = I
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W(ω, n) = e(k/K)·Fs ·i·π·2·sin(Θ·π/180)·d/c
• Step 2: Create a prototype filter and transform the data to frequency
domain. L, filter length. O, oversampling factor.
h(n) = fir(L, K, window)
X(ω, n) = analysis(K, O, x, h)
• Step 3: Update the matrix R−1
x and get the weights using the function
sqrtm. λ, forgetting factor.
−1 −1
R−1
x (ω, n) = λ Rx (ω, n − 1)−

Ã

H
−1
(λ − λ1 )R−1
x (ω, n − 1)X(ω, n)X (ω, n)Rx (ω, n − 1)

!

1 + ( λ1 − 1)XH R−1
x (ω, n − 1)X(ω, n)
H(ω, n) = sqrtm(R−1
x )
• Step 4: Normalize and smooth the weights. N , number of microphones.
α, smoothing factor.
H(ω, n) =

H
1

k H kN

H(k) (ω, n) = αH(k−1) + (1 − α)H(k)
• Step 5: Truncate the weights in time domain. Q, truncation factor
(K/4).
Ht = ifft(H(ω, n))
Ht (Q) = 0
H(ω, n) = fft(Ht )
• Step 6: Get the output from the PCA-algorithm.
Ypca (ω, n) = H(ω, n) · X(ω, n)
• Step 7: Update the ICA weights. γ, stepsize.
u(ω, n) = W(ω, n) · Ypca (ω, n)
W(k) = W(k−1) + γ[I − ϕ(u)uH ]W(k−1)
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• Step 8: Normalize the weights.
W(ω, n) =

W
1

k W kN

• Step 9: Get the output from the ICA-algorithm.
Yica = W · Ypca
• Step 10: Create prototype filter and transform outputs back to time
domain. Return to step 2 until end of data.
g = fir(L, K, window)
y = synthesis(K, O, Yica , g)
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Chapter 6
Matlab Implementation
6.1

The Offline Implementation

In this section the implementation in Matlab will be introduced. This is
an offline implementation, and this part was only created to see if the two
algorithms were able to work together.

6.1.1

The STFT

Initial operation done on the signals is that the mixed time signals X(t, i),
where t is the time index and i is the number of channels, is transformed
to frequency X(k, ω, i), where k stands for the subband index, and ω is the
frequency index. This is performed by the STFT. When creating the STFT
the following parameters are set: number of subbands was set to 512, and
the oversampling factor to 4.

6.1.2

Recursive Method for PCA

This algorithm starts after the mixed signals has been transformed to frequency domain. But before the calculations to get the weights starts, the
inverse autocorrelation matrix R−1
x is initialized, but just for a specific blocklength B1 . A block of data, xblock , with the length B1 , is extracted from
X(k, ω, i), and is used for the initialization of the inverse autocorrelation
matrix
1 H
x
· xblock )−1
(6.1)
R−1
x (ω, i) = (
B1 block
This is done for all subbands to create R−1
x (k, ω, i). The purpose of this
initialization is to speed up the convergence of the algorithm.
When the algorithm starts a vector x, with the length equal to the number
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of channels i, is taken from the transformed signals X(k, ω, i). This vector is
used to calculate the R−1
x (k, ω, i) according to equation (3.20) derived in a
previous chapter. The square root of that matrix R−1
x (k, ω, i) is calculated in
order to get the weights H. This result is then normalized by the Frobenius
norm according to
H
H=
(6.2)
k H k1/i
After that a smoothing process is also performed. It takes a big part of the
previous set of weights, calculated from the previous sample in that specific
subband, and just adds a little bit of the newly calculated weights.
H(n) = α · H(n−1) + (1 − α) · H(n)

(6.3)

This is performed to prevent rapid changes to the weight matrix, since that
can lead to speech distortion. The result is stored and becomes the weights for
the PCA. This is done throughout the entire speech signal for every subband.
But before the outputs are created the weights are truncated in time domain
with the truncation factor, Q, and the final weight matrix, H(k, ω, i), is
created. The truncation factor Q is set to 128 and that is to prevent the
appearance of aliasing. After that the output, Ypca (k, t, i), is calculated by
using a beamformer with the weights, H, to filter the transformed signals
X(k, ω, i) through. This is where the next part of the program starts.

6.1.3

Information Maximization Approach on ICA

The purpose of this algorithm is to make the signals independent, and this
is performed with blocks of data. The ICA takes the output from the PCA
and uses it as input. In the beginning of the program, a set of weights W,
is initialized according to [14]
µ
W(i, i, k) =

e(k/K)·Fs ·i·π·2·sin(Θ1 ·π/180)·d1 /c e(k/K)·Fs ·i·π·2·sin(Θ2 ·π/180)·d1 /c
e(k/K)·Fs ·i·π·2·sin(Θ1 ·π/180)·d2 /c e(k/K)·Fs ·i·π·2·sin(Θ2 ·π/180)·d2 /c

¶−1

(6.4)
where, k is the subband index, K is the total number of subbands, Fs is
the sample frequency, Θ is the initialization angles to the sources, c is the
speed of sound and d is the distance between adjacent microphones. This is
performed for every subband and the purpose is to speed up the convergence
of the ICA. A set of weights, for the first subband, is extracted from the
initialization W. This set of weights is then multiplied with a block of data
from the output of the PCA algorithm, Ypca . The result, u, is then used for
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the updating of the ICA weights. This is performed according to equation
(4.21)
W = W + γ · (Id − [tanh(A · |u|) · ej·angle(u) ] · uH ) · W
(6.5)
where β is the stepsize for the ICA algorithm, Id is the identity matrix, and
A is the stepsize for the nonlinear function. The weights are then normalized
in the same way as in the PCA algorithm and are then stored in the final matrix W(i, i, k). The outputs from the ICA, Yica (k, ω, i), are then calculated
by multiplying the output from the PCA blockwise with the final weights.
For the real-time data, that were observed by two microphones in our simulations, the permutation problem was not a factor hence no post-processing
was necessary. That ends the ICA algorithm.

6.1.4

The Inverse STFT

Once the PCA and ICA algorithm has operated one batch, the permutation
needs to be considered. To address this both the Interfrequency correlation
approach as well as the Kurtosis approach is applied. With these separated,
and hopefully non-permuted, signals in frequency, the STFT is used to create
the final result, Y(t, i), in time domain. This is performed by using the same
parameters that were used in creating the STFT.

6.2

The Online Implementation

When the program were running satisfactorily in the offline version, adjustments had to be performed in order to make a version suitable for a real-time
environment. This is the changes made for that purpose.
- The transformation of the mixed time signals were changed from the
STFT to the use of an analysis filterbank. The reason for that was
because there already existed a function in the real-time environment.
Since that would not make a difference, as discussed in section(2.2.3),
a new function did not have to be created.
- Another thing that had to be changed, was the creation of the outputs
from the ICA. To make it online the outputs from the ICA had to be
created according to the set of weights from the previous batch or data.
- The time when the two algorithms would update their weight matrices
also had to be changed. The solution to that was to make the PCA
run sample by sample until a specific amount of data were gathered.
Then the ICA would run once on that set of data. After that the PCA
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started over, and gathered a new set of data that the ICA could work
with. And this is done throughout the whole speech signal.
- Another change were done regarding the initialization of the inverse
autocorrelation R−1
x . It was set to the identity matrix in order to make
the algorithm more efficient. This was done because of the loss of time
it would generate.
- A stopping criteria was also applied on the ICA-algorithm to minimize
the computational cost. The error function used is ε = [I − ϕ(u)uT ]
from equation (4.21). If the previous error ε is equal to or smaller than
the present error, the algorithm stops iterating for that subband. This
means that the algorithm continues until all subbands converge, but
there is also a maximum number of iterations, in the case of one or
more subbands does not converge.

6.3

Results

Figure results from the Matlab simulations, both the offline and the online
version. The two versions has been simulated using the same data, this allow
us to compare the results from the offline batch version and the online. In
all figures shown a frequency resolution of 512 has been used and all figures
are shown after the algorithms have converged. The quality of the output
will be assessed by two different kinds of measurements. The first is the
noise suppression for the simulation, and the second is the spectrograms of
the signals. The noise suppression can be used as a criteria for the results
simulated in Matlab since the speech and noise portion of the signal are
known. Due to the fact that the noise suppression is not always a reliable
criteria, spectrogram of the signal will also be presented. The spectrogram
shows the power of a signal, dependent on time and frequency.
For the evaluation of the output signal something to compare the results is
needed. First of all the input signal, shown in Figure (6.1b), are presented
to see how much the signal is distorted before the separation. In Figure
(6.1a) is the undistorted speech signal and the aim is to make the separated
output signal look like the speech signal. Since the proposed method is a
combination of a PCA-algorithm and an ICA-algorithm. The ICA-algorithm
by itself needs to be examined in order to see if it actually improves the
output by having a PCA-algorithm as pre-processing. Figure (6.2) shows
the outputs of the separated signals from the ICA-algorithm, which in this
case is the information maximization method. To get a fair comparison the
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Figure 6.1: a) The undistorted speech signal b) The input signal to the
system, the undistorted speech signal plus five different noise signal.
input data to the ICA-algorithm is decorrelated and kurtosis is used to align
the permutation.

6.3.1

Offline Version

For the evaluation of the offline version of the Matlab simulation the noise
suppression for the outputs from the PCA-algorithm and the combined PCAICA algorithm are calculated. The noise suppression for different frequency
resolutions is shown in Table (6.1), regarding the different algorithms. The
table shows that the ICA-algorithm does not really improve the output from
the PCA-algorithm when the frequency resolution is low. That is because
the permutation problem does not get solved properly. The noise suppression in the different algorithms varies with number of subbands. The best
performance is at 512 subbands for a data length of 8 seconds and the result gets worse when the number of subbands is lower or higher than that.
When the number of subbands is too high the amount of data that will be
used in the separation becomes too small, hence the independence collapses
[15]. However, if the number of subbands is too low there is not enough
information about the different frequencies to approximate the mixtures to
be instantaneous, the assumption does not hold. For simplicity, assume that
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Figure 6.2: The two separated outputs from the ICA-algorithm
M À H such that the instantaneous model holds, where H is length of the
impulse response of the observed room. The calculation of the noise suppression value was achieved by storing the relevant filter matrix for the different
steps in the algorithm. Then reconstruction of the speech and noise part of
the output signal were done by processing the according portions of the input
signal with the stored filter coefficients. Figure (6.3) shows the SNR value
in different frequencies for the algorithms it shows that the ICA-algorithm
combined with the PCA-algorithm improves the result.
The spectrogram of the output from the PCA-algorithm is shown in Figure (6.4), and it can be seen that the PCA-algorithm does not separate the
outputs. However, it also shows that much of the noise components has
been reduced. The spectrogram of the output from the combined PCA-ICA
algorithm, shown in Figure (6.5), it can be seen that the outputs is well
separated. This because the speech components is hardly noticeable in one
of the outputs. Most of the noise components in the higher frequencies has
also been removed.
If the output from the ICA-algorithm shown in Figure (6.2) is compared
to the combined PCA-ICA algorithm shown in Figure (6.5), it can be seen
that the combined algorithm reduces the noise components much more in all
frequencies, but especially in the higher frequencies.
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Figure 6.3: The SNR in different frequencies for the offline Matlab simulation
No of
Noise
Noise
Noise

subbands, M
Suppression(dB) for ICA
Suppression(dB) for PCA
Suppression(dB) for PCA-ICA

128 256
3.82 4.54
5.76 6.77
6.85 9.11

512
4.83
7.77
14.10

1024
4.88
7.56
10.77

2048 4096
4.70 3.60
6.30 4.81
9.69 5.32

Table 6.1: The noise suppression of the output for the different algorithms.

6.3.2

Online Version

In the evaluation of the online version the offline version is used as comparison. The intension was to make the two algorithms work together online
without compromising the output quality. Table (6.2) shows the compared
results between the offline version and the online version. Almost the same
result is achieved for the online version as the offline version, and the demands that was put on the online version, did not really effect the results.
Figure (6.6) shows the SNR value in different frequencies for the algorithms.
If a comparison between Figure (6.4) and (6.7) is done, the differences cannot really be seen, which is expected since the PCA-algorithm is a sample
by sample algorithm. So no changes were necessary in the algorithm for it to
work online. However, changes to the implementation in the ICA-algorithm
had to be done to make it online and work together with the PCA-algorithm.
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Figure 6.4: Spectrogram of the output from the PCA-algorithm from the
offline Matlab simulation
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Figure 6.5: Spectrogram of the output from the combined PCA-ICA algorithm from the offline Matlab simulations.
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No of subbands, M
Noise Suppression(dB) offline
Noise Suppression(dB) online

128
256
6.85 9.11
6.56 12.22

512
14.10
14.21

1024
10.77
12.50

2048 4096
9.69 5.32
9.98 7.51

Table 6.2: Noise suppression comparison between the offline and the online
version of the Matlab simulations.
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Figure 6.6: The SNR in different frequencies for the online version of the
Matlab simulation
In Figure (6.8) spectrograms of the outputs from the combined algorithm can
be seen, and compared with the offline version shown in Figure (6.5), the online version gives the same result as the offline version. Figure (6.9) show the
output power for the input, the PCA-algorithm and the combined PCA-ICA
algorithm. Comparing the input with the two different outputs it can clearly
be seen that the algorithms lower the noise floor and highlights the speech
components, especially in the case of the combined algorithm.
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Figure 6.7: Spectrogram of the output from the PCA-algorithm from the
online Matlab simulation
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Figure 6.8: Spectrogram of the output from the combined PCA-ICA algorithm from the online Matlab simulation
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Chapter 7
Real-Time Implementation
7.1

The Acoustic Signal Processing Laboratory (ASPL)

Watri is equipped with a real-time environment for audio signal processing,
ASPL, which is designed by Anders Johansson. There are some specialized
hardware for the audio signal processing and also a software that connects
all parts and does the real-time computations. Here follows a description of
the equipment, which also can be seen in figure (7.1).

SHUTTLE SS51G

NIC

LDPRM902
& LD2541

INTERNET

LD2210

DAC

ADC

SOFT−
WARE

GENELEC 1029A

Figure 7.1: Equipment overview
To start with an array of eight 1/2” microphones with a pre-amplifier is
used to record data. These are connected to a 10-channel port-amplifier
with an integrated lowpass filter. This amplifier is connected to a PC where
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the core of the setup is. This is where all the software is implemented,
which will be described later in this section. The PC’s are equipped with a
Pentium IV processor with 2.4 GHz and 533 MHz FSB, 256 Mb RAM, 40 Gb
ATA-100 hard drive and an 8-channel M-Audio Delta 1010-LT sound card.
The operating system is Debian GNU/Linux 3.0 which is equipped with a
2.5.6x Linux kernel with Preemptive-multitasking and features the Advanced
Linux Sound Architecture (ALSA). The loudspeakers that are used for the
recordings are GENELEC Powered loudspeakers. The recordings are done in
a room that can be adjusted to be either anechoic or reverberant. The next
Figure (7.2) shows an overview of the ASPL software. All input and output

SOUND SOURCE
LOCALIZATION

BEAMFORMER DESIGN

REAL−TIME DSP KERNEL

SIGNAL ROUTING

INTERNET

Figure 7.2: Software overview
devices are connected to a real-time signal routing part. These devices can
also be a network or built-in hard drives. The connection to the sound card
is based on ALSA, whereas the network and the hard drives are connected
using the devices of the Linux kernel.
Next follows a detailed description of the ASPL software, which can be seen
in Figure (7.3). The Real-Time Kernel (RTK) is the core of the software.
The software that implements the combined PCA and ICA algorithm within
ASPL is realized as a shared library librlsinfo. This is loaded by the RTK as
real-time signal processing algorithm. Pearl scripts, like run rtk, are used
to execute the RTK. There are more configurations that can be specified
before starting the RTK, and that is done in a xml-file, like rlsinfo.xml and
rlsinfo-jack.xml. The file rlsinfo.xml is used when the program is executed
offline, that means it reads from a wav-file and write the result into a wavfile. For the online implementation the file rlsinfo-jack.xml were used, then
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Hardware
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Soundcard, Microphones
and Loudspeakers

Internet

Network interface

Figure 7.3: Detailed description of the ASPL software
the input data was read directly from the soundcard.

7.2

Software Tools

In order to make the real-time implementation work, different software tools
had to be implemented. A function to calculate the square root of a matrix
was created, because there simply did not exist one. Two external tools were
used. The first one is the fastest Fourier Transform in the west (FFTW).
This is used for the truncation, to go from the frequency domain to the time
domain and back again. The other one was for the use of matrix and vector
arithmetics in C. They were implemented in a library designed by Anders
Johansson at Watri. In the forthcoming sections these tools will be described.
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7.2.1

Square Root of a Matrix

Since there is not a function in C to calculate the square root of a matrix
one had to be made, named sqrtm.c. To solve the problem of taking the
square root of a matrix, the QR-Factorization of a matrix were used. To
calculate the QR-Factorization the Householder reflection can be applied,
since all householder matrices H is equal to the Q matrix [16]
Q = H1 , H2 , ..., HN

(7.1)

The Householder transformation to calculate the householder matrix, with
the size [M × M ], is defined by [17]
H=I−

2uuT
u
k u k2

(7.2)

where I is the [M × M ] identity matrix and u is a real [M × 1] vector whose
¡
¢1/2
Euclidean norm is k u k= uT u
.
To calculate the square root of a matrix A, the Householder transformation has to be performed on that matrix A. The householder matrices
H1 , H2 , ..., HN from the transformation gives the Q matrix. The matrix
T is extracted from the following equation
T = QH AQ

(7.3)

The matrix R, which is the upper triangular square root of T, is used to get
the square root of matrix A. This is done according to
X = QRQH

7.2.2

(7.4)

FFTW

FFTW is a C subroutine library for computing the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) in one or more dimensions, of arbitrary input size, and of both
real and complex data. The FFTW was created by Matteo Frigo. It is a free
software and released under the terms of the General Public License, GNU.
FFTW is an adaptive, high performance implementation of the Cooley-Tukey
fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm [18]. The basic concept of FFTW’s
internal structure is that it does not use a fixed algorithm for computing
the transform, but instead it adapts the DFT algorithm to details of the underlying hardware in order to maximize performance. The FFTW’s planner
learns the fastest way to compute the transform on that specific computer.
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The planner produces a data structure, called a plan, that contains this information. When the plan is executed to transform the array of input data
as dictated by the plan. More details how the FFTW works can by found in
[19].
The planner fftw create plan plans the execution of the actual transform.
The planner only needs to be executed once per run of the software for a
given FFT of size K, all the parameters and options is set during the planning step. Then the plan can be executed as often as desired by calling
fftw execute(plan). It is important to known that the FFTW conducts a
non-normalized transform, so after the FFT-IFFT-cascade the output will
be the input data scaled by K.
Since there are many different ways to plan the FFTW, there will only be a
description of the important functions applied in this thesis. The functions
for planning is given by
fftwf plan fftwf plan many dft r2c(int rank, const int *n,
int howmany, float *in, const int *inembed,int istride,
int idist, float complex *out, const int *onembed,
int ostride, int odist, unsigned FLAGS)
and
fftwf plan fftwf plan many dft c2r(int rank, const int *n,
int howmany, float complex *in, const int *inembed,
int istride, int idist, float *out, const int *onembed,
int ostride, int odist, unsigned FLAGS)
Since the implementation uses single floating-point resolution data, a label
change is needed from fftw to fftwf. The r2c stands for real to complex and
c2r for the opposite. The parameters for FFT/IFFT is the same which are
described below.
- rank is the dimensionality of the transform. rank=1, since audio
signals is used.
- n gives the size of the logical transform dimensions. n = &K is set
where K is the length of the one-dimensional data.
- in and out are pointers to the input and output arrays of the transform,
which may be the same (yielding an in-place transform).
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- howmany is the number of transforms to compute, where the k-th
transform is of the arrays starting at in + k ∗ idis and out + k ∗ odist.
The resulting plans can often be faster than calling FFTW multiple
times for the individual transform. The advantage of that fact is used
in this software implementation.
- The two nembed parameters(which should be arrays of length rank)
indicates the sizes of the input and output array dimensions, respectively, where the transform is of a subarray of size n. The nembed
parameters is set to NULL since it’s equivalent to setting it to n.
- The stride and dist parameters are used in order to tell the planner how the data is arranged within the input and output arrays if
howmany > 1.
- The flags control strictness of the planning process, and can also impose restrictions on the type of transform algorithm that is employed.
The flags we use are FFTW MEASURE and FFTW DESTROY INPUT.
The first one tells FFTW to find the plan by actually computing several
FFTs and measure their execution time. The second one specifies that
an out-of-place transform is allowed to overwrite its input array with
arbitrary data. This can sometimes allow more efficient algorithms to
be employed.
There is a lot more information about FFTW, which will not be discussed
in this thesis, but that can be found in [20]

7.2.3

The Matrix Arithmetics Library

The matrix arithmetics library is an easy-to-use interface for most real and
complex matrix and vector arithmetics. It was designed by Anders Johansson
at Watri and released under conditions of the GNU public licence as part of
the libfilth [21] library for designing, analyzing, transforming and executing
digital FIR and IIR filters. Here follows a description of the functions found
useful in the software implementation.
Allocating memory is essential so that every array is arranged continuously
within the logical memory. To ensure this the following function was used
void∗ mat calloc(size t wz, unsigned int n, ...);
The parameter wz is the number of bytes of each element in the allocated
matrix and the size usually used was sizeof(float complex). The dimension of
the matrix is decided by the parameter n. The following function parameters
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is dynamic, it depends on the dimension of the matrix. In case of a twodimensional matrix two more parameters is used to assign the length of the
arrays.
When allocating memory, the need of deallocation is also important and that
is done by the following function
int mat free(unsigned int n, void∗ m);
where m is pointer returned by the function mat calloc and the parameter n
is the dimension of the pointer.
The library has many different arithmetic functions, but all of them will not
be explain here. A couple of examples will be given, since they are quiet
similar to each other.
One of those functions is the mat csmultf and it multiplies a vector with a
scalar. It’s function prototype reads
int mat csmultf(unsigned int n, float complex x,
float complex∗ y, float complex∗ z, int flags);
where x is the scalar multiplicand and n is the number of overall elements
of the input array y and the output array z.
To implement the matrix multiplication in the algorithm the function mat cmultf
was used.
int mat cmultf(unsigned int n, unsigned int m, unsigned int l,
float complex∗∗ x, float complex∗∗ y, float complex∗∗ z, int flags);
The function arguments are
- the input matrices x and y
- the output matrix z=x ¯ y, where ¯ stands for matrix multiplication.
- n, m and l, identifies the size of the input matrices. Where x is n × m,
y is m × l and z is a n × l matrix.
- the flags that can be used is MAT CX or MAT CY, which makes one
of the inputs complex conjugant. MAT TX and MAT TY indicates
transposing the corresponding input and MAT HX or MAT HY means
taking the hermitian transpose of one of the inputs.
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Here follows an example how to implement the shown functions.
float complex∗∗ inputmtx1, inputmtx2, outputmtx;
inputmtx1 = mat calloc(sizeof(float complex), 2, 6, 2);
inputmtx2 = mat calloc(sizeof(float complex), 2, 6, 3);
outputmtx = mat calloc(sizeof(float complex), 2, 2, 3);
...
mat cmultf(2, 6, 3, inputmtx1, inputmtx2, outputmtx, MAT TX);
...
mat free(2, inputmtx1);
mat free(2, inputmtx2);
mat free(2, outputmtx);

7.3

Real-Time Structure

After that introduction to the ASPL, the focus is now on the real time realization. In this section the implementation of the RLSINFO software will be
shown, which has been written in C. When creating the RLSINFO software
some changes in the Matlab implementation had to be made, according to
the section (6.2). But there was some other things that had to be taken
in consideration as well. Most importantly the software had to be as fast
and efficient as possible to satisfy the real time demands. In order to keep
the total memory used as low as possible, the allocation of memory had to
be minimized. This was done by reusing the allocated memory as much as
possible. One other thing was that the implementation only used floating
points instead of double. This because the float operations just takes half the
amount of time as the double operations. To make all the FFT operations
as fast as possible the FFTW was applied, as described in section (7.2.2).

7.3.1

Structure of the RLSINFO Software

Now the different steps of the ASPL, which can be seen in Figure (7.4),
will be described. First of all the Real Time Kernel (RTK) is started. The
RTK then runs the algo init function, to make all the initiations for the
execution of the software. After that the function algo run is called, and
that is where the core of the program is executed. This runs until there is
no samples coming into the algorithm or until the user aborts the program.
When the program is finished or aborted the function algo uninit is called.
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That function clears and deallocates all the variables and workspaces that
have been used during the execution of the program. After this is performed
the RTK is complete and the program ends.
Essentially, the entire implementation can be described be
• rlsinfo.c - this is the backbone in the application. This handles the
communication with the ASPL environment. The order of which the
functions are to be executed is defined here.
• pbf.c - this function filters the input with the weight matrix and returns
the output. This file could be reused from a previous project.
• rls.c - this file contains the calculations to get the weights from the
PCA algorithm. This runs every time a sample has been transformed
by the analysis filterbank.
• info.c - in this function the ICA algorithm is executed. It waits until
the PCA algorithm has gathered a certain amount of data before trying
to do the separation.

7.3.2

Detailed Description

In the following section a more details description of the application will be
introduced. Different functions will be presented in order of appearance. As
such, the application starts with the initialization function
int algo init(xml node t∗ config)
where config is a pointer to the data that are read from the configuration file.
This data are parameters for the algorithm. There are some other parameters
that are stored as global variables and those are read as well. After that the
ports for input and output is created using the function port create. This
function uses the pointers mi and sp to access the ports, where mi is a
pointer to the audio input from the microphone array and sp is a pointer
to the audio output to the speaker. Next is the memory allocation of the
filterbanks. The prototype filter for both the analysis and the synthesis
filterbanks are created. After that it is time to allocate memory that are
used in the RLSINFO algorithm. Objects of the rls and the info structures
are then created according to
rls = calloc(sizeof(rls t), 1)
info = calloc(sizeof(info t), 1)
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Figure 7.4: Flowchart of the algorithm
There is also a number workspaces, that are needed in the RLSINFO algorithm, that are allocated. The final thing done in the algo init function is
that the main parts of the program, the RLS and the INFO, is initialized
fd rls(unsigned int k, unsigned int i, float at, float mt, rls t∗ rls)
fd info(unsigned int k, unsigned int i, float bt, float gt, float tt, float c,
float fs, float complex∗∗ bufx, info t∗ info)
where k is the number of subband used, i is the number of channels, at is the
smoothening factor for the PCA weights, mt is the stepsize for the PCA, bt is
the blocklength of the data for the ICA, gt is the stepsize for the ICA , tt is the
maximum number of iterations for the ICA, c is the speed of sound, f s is the
sample frequency and buf x is the buffer which the ICA uses as input data.
These two functions do a lot of things. They store all of the scalar parameters
in the corresponding struct. There’s also a number of matrices and memory
allocations done as well. The FFTW functions fftw plan many dft r2c
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and fftw plan many dft c2r are also created. Next the initiation of the
inverse autocorrelation, R−1
x , and the weights for the PCA, wrls , are set
to the identity matrix. This ends the function fd rls. The corresponding
function for the ICA, fd info, are structured in the same way as the fd rls
all the way until the last initialization. There the ICA weights, wica , are set
according to [14].
After this the execution of our algorithm starts. This is done in the function
int algo run()
The function is is run for every data sample processed into channels and
subbands. The first thing that happens is the update of the port buffer.
This is done by the function
port update buffer(mi)
to take the signals from the microphone. After that the signals taken from
the port are decomposed through the filterbank, and that is done by
fe pdftfb(mic,mi→audio)
where the parameter, mic, is a pointer to the transformed data. Next is the
actual algorithm with the combined PCA and ICA signal separation. The
transformed data fd is at first copied to the matrix in defined in the rls
struct. Then the PCA part is executed with the function
fe rls(rls)
After that the signals in matrix fd is filtered through the resulting weights
from the PCA by the function
fe pbf(k,i,i,mic→fd,rls→wrls ,ws)
These results are then copied into a buffer, bufx. When the RLS has run
a certain number of times and the buffer is full, that buffer is copied to a
matrix x in the info struct. When this has happened, the ICA function run
once.
fe info(info)
When that function is finished the signals, that were filtered through the
PCA weights, are now filtered through the ICA weights, again by the use
of fe pbf. These signals are then transformed back to time domain by
fe pdftfb and copied into the audio matrix in sp. After this the algorithm
starts over and runs until no data is left or the program is aborted.
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When the execution of the algorithm is over, memory and pointers has to be
freed and deleted. This is done in the function
int algo uninit()
Basically everything that were allocated has to be deallocated and that is
done in the different functions ff rls, ff info and ff pdftfb. This ends the
detailed description.

7.4

Results

This section presents the results from the real-time environment simulations.
This is done when the implementation is executed offline, by reading from a
file, and when it is executed online.
The offline execution uses the same real-time data as the one used in the Matlab simulations. Thus the results for the offline execution is compared with
the online version implemented in Matlab. The spectrogram of the output
from the offline real-time execution is shown in Figure (7.5). If these results
are compared with the online version of Matlab, shown in Figure (6.8), it
can clearly be seen that the real-time implementation does not separate the
outputs as well as the Matlab simulations.
Before the application was executed online, the question was if it could run or
not, with regards of the computational cost, but that was not an issue. The
application was even stable increased the workload was increased by running
the application with up to four microphones.
For the online real-time execution three noise sources were used, one directionally and two facing the wall. The setup is shown in Figure (7.6), it also
gives the location of the speech source. The input observed by the two microphones is shown in Figure (7.7) and the separated outputs from application
is shown in Figure (7.8). It can be seen that the application cannot really
reduce the noise, especially in the lower frequencies, one of the reason for
that is the small spacing between the microphones. On the other hand if the
spacing between the microphones is increased spacial aliasing occurs.
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Figure 7.5: The two separated outputs from the combined PCA-ICA algorithm from the offline real-time implementation.
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Figure 7.6: The room setup for the online real-time implementation.
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Figure 7.7: The inputs to the online real-time implementation.
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Figure 7.8: The two separated outputs from the combined PCA-ICA algorithm from the online real-time implementation.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
This thesis examined the transfer of an offline algorithm to an online for
blind source separation. The proposed algorithm was a combination of a
PCA-algorithm and a ICA-algorithm. By combining the two algorithms a
robust algorithm for BSS was created that first reduced the dimension of
the problem through PCA and then separated the outputs through ICA.
The simulation results in a real room environment show that the proposed
algorithm achieves higher suppression capability compared to using PCA or
ICA alone. Most importantly this is achieved with negligible distortion on
the recovered signal. Also, it was found that the permutation problem only
needed to be addressed by the PCA part of the algorithm, which reduced
the computational cost.
It has been shown that the offline version of the algorithm could be transferred into a online algorithm without effecting the results of the outputs.
Even with the introduction of a block-delay when transferring the ICAalgorithm from a offline to a online algorithm did not effect the results of
the outputs. This is because in the experiment, the sources were spatially
stationary. Since ICA relies mainly on the spatial domain, the single block
delay will not influence the result. Even if the source are not stationary, the
algorithm will re-converge in one block delay (0.24s).
The aim of this thesis was to implement a combined PCA-ICA algorithm
into a real-time environment, which was successfully accomplished. The librlsinfo system that was developed for running in real-time worked reliably,
but further enhancement to the output can be performed. The issue with
the permutation problem when using more than two microphones has to be
addressed. If the improvements are performed, a wide range of applications
for the system are possible, such as mobile phones and hands-free phone system.
Some future work that are worth looking into are now presented.
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8.1
8.1.1

Future Work
The Permutation Problem

The main focus in this thesis has been the use of two microphones. In this
specific case, the permutation problem, was not that big issue. The only
thing done to prevent this was a truncation of the outputs from the PCA,
and that was enough to get rid of this problem. But in the case of using more
microphones the permutation problem became a big issue. The truncation
after the PCA did not help and the permutation was severe. Thus more
efforts need to be directed into this problem.

8.1.2

The Square Root of a Matrix

Because of numerical instabilities, in the implementation of square root
of a matrix, some other applications can be used. For instance Schurdecomposition with eigenvalue decomposition.

8.1.3

Post-Processing

In order to make the BSS even more efficient some sort of post-processing for
the proposed algorithm can be applied, such as an Adaptive Noise Canceller
(ANC), which has been introduced in [11]. The ANC extracts noise from the
non-speech signals and subtracts that from the speech signal. This means
that the noise components in the speech signal will decrease thus making the
output more clearer.

8.1.4

Block-Delay

By using the information maximization method a block-delay is introduced
since it needs blocks of data to adapt on. In a real-time environment delay
is unwanted, and one way to solve this problem is to implement the program
in different treads, so called parallel programming. This could be a big
improvement in the real-time environment. Clearly if two different algorithms
are executed at the same time, used for updating the filter weights when
ready, that would eliminate the block-delay.
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Librlsinfo Reference Manual
0.4
Generated by Doxygen 1.4.1
Wed Mar 9 13:34:28 2005

CONTENTS

1

Contents
1

Librlsinfo Directory Hierarchy

1

2

Librlsinfo Data Structure Index

1

3

Librlsinfo File Index

1

4

Librlsinfo Directory Documentation

2

5

Librlsinfo Data Structure Documentation

2

6

Librlsinfo File Documentation

9

1

Librlsinfo Directory Hierarchy

1.1

Librlsinfo Directories

This directory hierarchy is sorted roughly, but not completely, alphabetically:
src

2
rtk

2
libalgo
librlsinfo

2

2
2

Librlsinfo Data Structure Index

2.1

Librlsinfo Data Structures

Here are the data structures with brief descriptions:
info_s

2

rls_s

6

3

Librlsinfo File Index

3.1

Librlsinfo File List

Here is a list of all files with brief descriptions:
info.c

9

pbf.c

11

Application Programming Interface

4 Librlsinfo Directory Documentation

2

rls.c

12

rlsinfo.c

13

rlsinfo.h

17

4

Librlsinfo Directory Documentation

4.1

/home/ajh/projects/research/src/aspl/src/rtk/libalgo/ Directory Reference

Directories
• directory librlsinfo

4.2

/home/ajh/projects/research/src/aspl/src/rtk/libalgo/librlsinfo/ Directory Reference

Files
•
•
•
•
•

4.3

file info.c
file pbf.c
file rls.c
file rlsinfo.c
file rlsinfo.h

/home/ajh/projects/research/src/aspl/src/rtk/ Directory Reference

Directories
• directory libalgo

4.4

/home/ajh/projects/research/src/aspl/src/ Directory Reference

Directories
• directory rtk

5
5.1

Librlsinfo Data Structure Documentation
info_s Struct Reference

#include <rlsinfo.h>
Data Fields
• unsigned int k
• unsigned int i
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5.1

info_s Struct Reference

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

unsigned int b
unsigned int t
unsigned int flag
float mu
int c
int fs
float complex ∗∗ w
float complex ∗∗∗ winfo
float complex ∗∗ u
float complex ∗∗ wsa
float complex ∗∗ wsb
float complex ∗ wsc
float complex ∗∗ wse
float complex ∗∗ wsu
float complex ∗∗ wsv
float complex ∗∗∗ x
float complex ∗∗ id
float ∗∗ wsf
float ∗∗ wsg
float ∗ wsgv
float complex ∗ err
float ∗ errrp
float ∗ errr
float ∗ h

5.1.1
5.1.1.1

Field Documentation
unsigned int k

Number of subbands
Definition at line 53 of file rlsinfo.h.
Referenced by algo_run().
5.1.1.2

unsigned int i

Number of channels
Definition at line 54 of file rlsinfo.h.
Referenced by algo_run().
5.1.1.3

unsigned int b

Block length for the ICA
Definition at line 55 of file rlsinfo.h.
Referenced by algo_run().
5.1.1.4

unsigned int t

Number of iterations
Definition at line 56 of file rlsinfo.h.
Application Programming Interface
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5.1

info_s Struct Reference

5.1.1.5

unsigned int flag

Flag to determine if information maximisation should run or not
Definition at line 57 of file rlsinfo.h.
Referenced by algo_run().
5.1.1.6

float mu

Step size for the ICA-algorithm
Definition at line 59 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.1.1.7

int c

Speed of sound
Definition at line 60 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.1.1.8

int fs

Sample frequency
Definition at line 61 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.1.1.9

float complex∗∗ w

Weight matrix for the Infomax-algorithm
Definition at line 62 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.1.1.10

float complex∗∗∗ winfo

Weight matrix for all frequencies of the Infomax-algorithm
Definition at line 63 of file rlsinfo.h.
Referenced by algo_run().
5.1.1.11

float complex∗∗ u

Input to the non-linear function
Definition at line 65 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.1.1.12

float complex∗∗ wsa

Matrix workspace for ICA
Definition at line 66 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.1.1.13

float complex∗∗ wsb

Matrix workspace for ICA
Definition at line 67 of file rlsinfo.h.
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5.1

info_s Struct Reference

5.1.1.14

float complex∗ wsc

Vector workspace for ICA
Definition at line 68 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.1.1.15

float complex∗∗ wse

Matrix workspace for ICA
Definition at line 69 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.1.1.16

float complex∗∗ wsu

Matrix workspace for ICA
Definition at line 70 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.1.1.17

float complex∗∗ wsv

Matrix workspace for ICA
Definition at line 71 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.1.1.18

float complex∗∗∗ x

Input to the ICA
Definition at line 72 of file rlsinfo.h.
Referenced by algo_run().
5.1.1.19

float complex∗∗ id

Identity Matrix for the ICA-update
Definition at line 73 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.1.1.20

float∗∗ wsf

Matrix workspace for ICA
Definition at line 74 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.1.1.21

float∗∗ wsg

Matrix workspace for ICA
Definition at line 75 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.1.1.22

float∗ wsgv

Vector workspace for ICA
Definition at line 76 of file rlsinfo.h.
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5.2

rls_s Struct Reference

5.1.1.23

float complex∗ err

Is used to calculate the error in the ICA-algorithm
Definition at line 77 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.1.1.24

float∗ errrp

Is used to calculate the error in the ICA-algorithm
Definition at line 79 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.1.1.25

float∗ errr

Is used to calculate the error in the ICA-algorithm
Definition at line 81 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.1.1.26

float∗ h

Is used to check the error in the ICA-algorithm
Definition at line 83 of file rlsinfo.h.
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:
• rlsinfo.h

5.2

rls_s Struct Reference

#include <rlsinfo.h>
Data Fields
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

unsigned int k
unsigned int i
float mu
float alpha
float gain
float tv
float complex ∗∗ w
float complex ∗∗∗ wrls
float complex ∗∗∗ we
float complex ∗∗ irxx
float complex ∗∗∗ irxxe
float complex ∗∗ wsa
float complex ∗∗ wsb
float complex ∗ wsc
void ∗ ws
float ∗∗ wsf
float ∗ wsfv
fftwf_plan ∗ ifftplan
fftwf_plan ∗ fftplan
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5.2

rls_s Struct Reference

• float ∗ fftwbuf
• float complex ∗∗ in
• float complex ∗ x
5.2.1
5.2.1.1

Field Documentation
unsigned int k

Number of subbands
Definition at line 23 of file rlsinfo.h.
Referenced by algo_run().
5.2.1.2

unsigned int i

Number of channels
Definition at line 24 of file rlsinfo.h.
Referenced by algo_run().
5.2.1.3

float mu

Step size(forgetting factor) for the PCA-algorithm
Definition at line 25 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.2.1.4

float alpha

Smoothing factor
Definition at line 27 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.2.1.5

float gain

Output gain control
Definition at line 28 of file rlsinfo.h.
Referenced by algo_run().
5.2.1.6

float tv

Variable workspace
Definition at line 29 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.2.1.7

float complex∗∗ w

Weight matrix for the PCA-algorithm
Definition at line 30 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.2.1.8

float complex∗∗∗ wrls

Weight matrix for all frequencies of the PCA-algorithm
Definition at line 31 of file rlsinfo.h.
Application Programming Interface
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5.2

rls_s Struct Reference

5.2.1.9

float complex∗∗∗ we

Weight matrix for all subbands in time domain
Definition at line 33 of file rlsinfo.h.
Referenced by algo_run().
5.2.1.10

float complex∗∗ irxx

Inverse of the correlation matrix
Definition at line 35 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.2.1.11

float complex∗∗∗ irxxe

Inverse of the correlation matrix for all subbands
Definition at line 36 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.2.1.12

float complex∗∗ wsa

Matrix workspace for PCA
Definition at line 38 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.2.1.13

float complex∗∗ wsb

Matrix workspace for PCA
Definition at line 39 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.2.1.14

float complex∗ wsc

Vector workspace for PCA
Definition at line 40 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.2.1.15

void∗ ws

Workspace for sqrtm
Definition at line 41 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.2.1.16

float∗∗ wsf

Matrix workspace for PCA
Definition at line 42 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.2.1.17

float∗ wsfv

Vector workspace for PCA
Definition at line 43 of file rlsinfo.h.
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6 Librlsinfo File Documentation

5.2.1.18

fftwf_plan∗ ifftplan

FFTW plan for the inverse FFT
Definition at line 44 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.2.1.19

fftwf_plan∗ fftplan

FFTW plan for the FFT
Definition at line 45 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.2.1.20

float∗ fftwbuf

Temporary buffer for IFFT-FFT-cascade
Definition at line 46 of file rlsinfo.h.
5.2.1.21

float complex∗∗ in

Microphone input data
Definition at line 47 of file rlsinfo.h.
Referenced by algo_run().
5.2.1.22

float complex∗ x

Output from PCA
Definition at line 48 of file rlsinfo.h.
The documentation for this struct was generated from the following file:
• rlsinfo.h

6
6.1

Librlsinfo File Documentation
info.c File Reference

#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <errno.h>
#include <complex.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <filth.h>
#include <matrix.h>
#include <fftw3.h>
#include "config.h"
#include "common.h"
Application Programming Interface
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6.1

info.c File Reference
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#include "libmsg/msg.h"
#include "rlsinfo.h"
Functions
• void fe_info (info_t ∗info)
• int fd_info (unsigned int k, unsigned int i, unsigned int b, float mu, unsigned int t, unsigned int c,
unsigned int fs, float complex ∗∗∗x, info_t ∗info)
• void ff_info (info_t ∗info)
6.1.1

Detailed Description

In this file the information maximisation method is implemented.
Definition in file info.c.
6.1.2
6.1.2.1

Define Documentation
#define MODULE_NAME "librlsinfo"

Definition at line 27 of file info.c.
6.1.3
6.1.3.1

Function Documentation
void fe_info (info_t ∗ info)

This function is the actual Information maximisation algorithm. Every execution produces new Information
maximisation weights using the previous values as starting point for the gradient based algorithm.
Parameters:
info Pointer to info setup
Definition at line 39 of file info.c.
Referenced by algo_run().
6.1.3.2 int fd_info (unsigned int k, unsigned int i, unsigned int b, float mu, unsigned int t, unsigned
int c, unsigned int fs, float complex ∗∗∗ x, info_t ∗ info)
This function allocates memory for the Information maximisation method.
Parameters:
k Number of subbands
i Number of channels
b Block length for the ICA
mu Stepsize in the update of ICA-weights
t Number of iterations for ICA-weight update
c Speed of sound
fs Sample frequency
x Subband input signal [k x i x b]
Application Programming Interface
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info Instance
Definition at line 117 of file info.c.
Referenced by algo_init().
6.1.3.3

void ff_info (info_t ∗ info)

This function frees all memory space needed by the Information maximisation. All pointers are set back to
NULL.
Parameters:
info Pointer to info setup
Definition at line 190 of file info.c.
Referenced by algo_uninit().

6.2

pbf.c File Reference

#include <math.h>
#include <complex.h>
#include <stdio.h>
Functions
• void fe_pbf (unsigned int k, unsigned int i, unsigned int u, complex float ∗∗x, complex float ∗∗∗b,
complex float ∗∗y)
6.2.1

Detailed Description

This file implements a parallel subband filter
Definition in file pbf.c.
6.2.2

Function Documentation

6.2.2.1 void fe_pbf (unsigned int k, unsigned int i, unsigned int u, complex float ∗∗ x, complex float
∗∗∗ b, complex float ∗∗ y)
Execute parallel subband filter
Parameters:
k Number of subbands
i Number of input channels
u Number of output
x Input data [i,k/2]
b Parallel filter taps [k/2,u,i]
y Output data [k/2,u]
Definition at line 30 of file pbf.c.
Referenced by algo_run().
Application Programming Interface
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rls.c File Reference

#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <errno.h>
#include <complex.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <filth.h>
#include <matrix.h>
#include <fftw3.h>
#include "config.h"
#include "common.h"
#include "libmsg/msg.h"
#include "rlsinfo.h"
Functions
• void fe_rls (rls_t ∗rls)
• int fd_rls (unsigned int k, unsigned int i, float alpha, float mu, float vt, rls_t ∗rls)
• void ff_rls (rls_t ∗rls)
6.3.1

Detailed Description

This file implements the recursive PCA-algorithm.
Definition in file rls.c.
6.3.2
6.3.2.1

Define Documentation
#define MODULE_NAME "librlsinfo"

Definition at line 27 of file rls.c.
6.3.3
6.3.3.1

Function Documentation
void fe_rls (rls_t ∗ rls)

This function is the actual PCA algorithm. Every execution produces new PCA weights using the previous
values as starting point for the algorithm.
Parameters:
rls Pointer for the rls-execution
Definition at line 40 of file rls.c.
Referenced by algo_run().
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6.4

rlsinfo.c File Reference

6.3.3.2

int fd_rls (unsigned int k, unsigned int i, float alpha, float mu, float vt, rls_t ∗ rls)

This function allocates memory for the PCA algorithm.
Parameters:
k Number of subbands
i Number of channels
alpha Smoothening-factor for the weights
mu Stepsize in the update of Rxx-inverse
vt Gain control for the output
rls Pointer for the rls setup
Definition at line 122 of file rls.c.
Referenced by algo_init().
6.3.3.3

void ff_rls (rls_t ∗ rls)

This function frees all memory space needed by the PCA. All pointers are set back to NULL.
Parameters:
rls Pointer to rls setup
Definition at line 183 of file rls.c.
Referenced by algo_uninit().

6.4

rlsinfo.c File Reference

#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <errno.h>
#include <complex.h>
#include <fftw3.h>
#include <libxml/parser.h>
#include <filth.h>
#include <matrix.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include "config.h"
#include "common.h"
#include "libmsg/msg.h"
#include "libconf/conf.h"
#include "../../libport/port.h"
#include "rlsinfo.h"

Application Programming Interface
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Defines
• #define PASSTHROUGH 0x00002000
Functions
• int algo_init (xml_node_t ∗config)
• int algo_uninit (void)
• int algo_run (void)
Variables
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

static port_t ∗ mi = NULL
static port_t ∗ sp = NULL
static pfb_t ∗ mic = NULL
static pfb_t ∗ spkr = NULL
static rls_t ∗ rls = NULL
static info_t ∗ info = NULL
static float complex ∗∗ tmp = NULL
static float complex ∗∗ temp = NULL
static float complex ∗∗ temp2 = NULL
static float complex ∗∗∗ bufx = NULL
static float complex ∗∗∗ bufxtmp = NULL

6.4.1

Detailed Description

This file implements a recursive method for blind signal separation with independent component analysis
in form of information maximisation post processing
Definition in file rlsinfo.c.
6.4.2
6.4.2.1

Define Documentation
#define MODULE_NAME "librlsinfo"

Definition at line 30 of file rlsinfo.c.
6.4.2.2

#define PASSTHROUGH 0x00002000

Send mic signal to speaker
Definition at line 47 of file rlsinfo.c.
6.4.3
6.4.3.1

Function Documentation
int algo_init (xml_node_t ∗ config)

Initialise algorithm. This function allocates space for all matrices and opens up the shared memory areas
for reading and writing.
Parameters:
config Pointer to the configuration foe algo
Application Programming Interface
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Returns:
OK if success ERROR if fail.
Definition at line 80 of file rlsinfo.c.
References bufx, bufxtmp, fd_info(), fd_rls(), info, mi, mic, rls, sp, spkr, temp, temp2, and tmp.
6.4.3.2

int algo_uninit (void)

Free all allocated memory and close shared memory areas.
Returns:
always OK.
Definition at line 205 of file rlsinfo.c.
References bufx, bufxtmp, ff_info(), ff_rls(), info, mi, mic, rls, sp, spkr, temp, temp2, and tmp.
6.4.3.3

int algo_start (void)

Definition at line 274 of file rlsinfo.c.
6.4.3.4

int algo_run (void)

Execute the signal processing algorithm. When the execution starts the input data is already written to the
input of the filter banks (see algo_init()).
Returns:
TRUE if success FALSE if stop and ERROR if fail.
Definition at line 286 of file rlsinfo.c.
References info_s::b, bufx, bufxtmp, fe_info(), fe_pbf(), fe_rls(), info_s::flag, rls_s::gain, info_s::i, rls_s::i, rls_s::in, info, info_s::k, rls_s::k, mi, mic, rls, sp, spkr, temp, temp2, tmp, rls_s::we, info_s::winfo, and
info_s::x.
6.4.4
6.4.4.1

Variable Documentation
port_t∗ mi = NULL [static]

Handle to mic input port
Definition at line 50 of file rlsinfo.c.
Referenced by algo_init(), algo_run(), and algo_uninit().
6.4.4.2

port_t∗ sp = NULL [static]

Handle to speaker output port
Definition at line 51 of file rlsinfo.c.
Referenced by algo_init(), algo_run(), and algo_uninit().
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6.4.4.3

pfb_t∗ mic = NULL [static]

Analysis filter bank
Definition at line 54 of file rlsinfo.c.
Referenced by algo_init(), algo_run(), and algo_uninit().
6.4.4.4

pfb_t∗ spkr = NULL [static]

Synthesis filter bank
Definition at line 55 of file rlsinfo.c.
Referenced by algo_init(), algo_run(), and algo_uninit().
6.4.4.5 rls_t∗ rls = NULL [static]
Recursive PCA-algorithm
Definition at line 58 of file rlsinfo.c.
Referenced by algo_init(), algo_run(), and algo_uninit().
6.4.4.6 info_t∗ info = NULL [static]
Information maximisation
Definition at line 59 of file rlsinfo.c.
Referenced by algo_init(), algo_run(), and algo_uninit().
6.4.4.7

float complex∗∗ tmp = NULL [static]

Temporary workspace
Definition at line 62 of file rlsinfo.c.
Referenced by algo_init(), algo_run(), and algo_uninit().
6.4.4.8

float complex∗∗ temp = NULL [static]

Temporary workspace
Definition at line 63 of file rlsinfo.c.
Referenced by algo_init(), algo_run(), and algo_uninit().
6.4.4.9

float complex∗∗ temp2 = NULL [static]

Temporary workspace
Definition at line 64 of file rlsinfo.c.
Referenced by algo_init(), algo_run(), and algo_uninit().
6.4.4.10

float complex∗∗∗ bufx = NULL [static]

Temporary workspace
Definition at line 67 of file rlsinfo.c.
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Referenced by algo_init(), algo_run(), and algo_uninit().
6.4.4.11

float complex∗∗∗ bufxtmp = NULL [static]

Temporary workspace
Definition at line 68 of file rlsinfo.c.
Referenced by algo_init(), algo_run(), and algo_uninit().

6.5

rlsinfo.h File Reference

#include <fftw3.h>
Functions
void fe_rls (rls_t ∗rls)
int fd_rls (unsigned int k, unsigned int i, float alpha, float mu, float gain, rls_t ∗rls)
void ff_rls (rls_t ∗rls)
void fe_info (info_t ∗info)
int fd_info (unsigned int k, unsigned int i, unsigned int b, float mu, unsigned int t, unsigned int c,
unsigned int fs, float complex ∗∗∗x, info_t ∗info)
• void ff_info (info_t ∗info)
• void fe_pbf (unsigned int k, unsigned int i, unsigned int u, float complex ∗∗x, float complex ∗∗∗b,
float complex ∗∗y)
•
•
•
•
•

6.5.1

Detailed Description

Header file for combined PCA and ICA. This file contains data structures and algorithm function interfaces.
Definition in file rlsinfo.h.
6.5.2

Typedef Documentation

6.5.2.1

typedef struct rls_s rls_t

6.5.2.2

typedef struct info_s info_t

6.5.3
6.5.3.1

Function Documentation
void fe_rls (rls_t ∗ rls)

This function is the actual PCA algorithm. Every execution produces new PCA weights using the previous
values as starting point for the algorithm.
Parameters:
rls Pointer for the rls-execution
Definition at line 40 of file rls.c.
Referenced by algo_run().
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int fd_rls (unsigned int k, unsigned int i, float alpha, float mu, float vt, rls_t ∗ rls)

This function allocates memory for the PCA algorithm.
Parameters:
k Number of subbands
i Number of channels
alpha Smoothening-factor for the weights
mu Stepsize in the update of Rxx-inverse
vt Gain control for the output
rls Pointer for the rls setup
Definition at line 122 of file rls.c.
Referenced by algo_init().
6.5.3.3

void ff_rls (rls_t ∗ rls)

This function frees all memory space needed by the PCA. All pointers are set back to NULL.
Parameters:
rls Pointer to rls setup
Definition at line 183 of file rls.c.
Referenced by algo_uninit().
6.5.3.4

void fe_info (info_t ∗ info)

This function is the actual Information maximisation algorithm. Every execution produces new Information
maximisation weights using the previous values as starting point for the gradient based algorithm.
Parameters:
info Pointer to info setup
Definition at line 39 of file info.c.
Referenced by algo_run().
6.5.3.5 int fd_info (unsigned int k, unsigned int i, unsigned int b, float mu, unsigned int t, unsigned
int c, unsigned int fs, float complex ∗∗∗ x, info_t ∗ info)
This function allocates memory for the Information maximisation method.
Parameters:
k Number of subbands
i Number of channels
b Block length for the ICA
mu Stepsize in the update of ICA-weights
t Number of iterations for ICA-weight update
c Speed of sound
fs Sample frequency
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x Subband input signal [k x i x b]
info Instance
Definition at line 117 of file info.c.
Referenced by algo_init().
6.5.3.6

void ff_info (info_t ∗ info)

This function frees all memory space needed by the Information maximisation. All pointers are set back to
NULL.
Parameters:
info Pointer to info setup
Definition at line 190 of file info.c.
Referenced by algo_uninit().
6.5.3.7 void fe_pbf (unsigned int k, unsigned int i, unsigned int u, float complex ∗∗ x, float complex
∗∗∗ b, float complex ∗∗ y)
Function interface for parallel filter banks
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